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Dementia Care During 
the Pandemic Using 
Validation Techniques
DUSTY LINN, LCSW, CVW, AC-BC, PAC INSTRUCTOR

Dementia Care During the Pandemic 
Using Validation Techniques

1. Communication

2. Visual Cueing

3. Understanding Techniques

4. Centering

5. Using nonthreatening, factual words to build trust

6. Rephrasing

7. Using polarity

8. Imaging the opposite

9. Reminiscing
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Validation Techniques
7. Maintaining Genuine, Close Eye Contact

8. Using Ambiguity

9. Using a clear, low, loving tone of voice

10. Observing and matching the person’s motion and emotions (mirroring)

11. Linking behavior with the unmet human needs

Validation Techniques
12. Identifying and using the preferred sense

13. Touching

14. Using music
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Communication
•75% - 90% of communication is non-verbal
• Tone of voice

• Body language

•Not what you say but how you say it

•Body language speaks before we open our mouths

•We control 75% - 90% of the conversation without words

Visual Cueing
•Positive Approach to Brain Change

•Most powerful cues are visual cues

•Ears hear/Eyes interpret

•First impressions are lasting impressions

•If you don’t look like you’re playing charades, you aren’t doing it right
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Visual Cueing
•What have we really lost when using masks with residents living with Dementia?

•Are they scary for residents?

•Can we explain why to them?

•We are forced to not rely on spoken language to communication

•Those living with Dementia can’t rely on what they hear, but on what they see

•This is an opportunity to really learn to do things differently

•Previous Staff Training
• Tell them what you are doing

• Show them what you are doing

Understanding Techniques
▪The manner in which you use a certain set of skills

▪A basic method of doing something

▪Now that we better understand our elders with Dementia, now what

▪Presence is Powerful

▪Nonjudgmental approach

▪You actively engage where they are at

▪Close your mouth – open your eyes, ears and heart
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#1 - Center/Re-center
▪Becoming calm and concentrated

▪Change It Up Exercise

#1 - Center/Re-center
▪Were you able to spot the difference?

▪We have to program ourselves to notice subtle differences

▪How can we do that if our mind is cluttered?

▪Centering exercise
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#1 - Center/Re-center
▪Slow down

▪Put Away

▪Relax our Body

▪Complete Focus can occur

▪Slow your breathing

▪Clear your mind – envision it if needed

▪Go to a “happy place” – generate a positive feeling

▪Doesn’t need to take long

#1 - Center/Re-center
▪Re-center

◦ Shorter version of centering

◦ Ever been interrupted?

◦ We can multitask, but the purpose is focusing in on the resident

◦ Close your eyes

◦ Breathe in a couple of times

◦ Refocus
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#2 - Non-threatening questions
▪Who

▪What

▪When

▪Where

▪How

▪This technique explores facts and actually avoids feelings

▪This is very appropriate for someone who is “Maloriented”

#2 - Non-threatening questions
▪Some can be closed ended questions
▪ She helped you with that?

▪ He took that water cup.

▪Some can be open ended questions
▪ Who was the one that bothered your things?

▪ How long did that happen?

▪ What else is going on?
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#2 - Non-threatening questions
▪Many times people don’t want to express emotion verbally until they know they can trust you

▪This can take time

▪There’s no need to pre-plan your questions

▪Follow their lead

▪Whatever is of most interest to them is what you talk about

#2 - Non-threatening questions
▪Avoid asking “why”
▪ It infers being judgmental

▪Avoid the “f” word
▪ Feel

▪ How does that make you feel?

▪ Instead:  What do you think about that?
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#3 - Rephrase
▪Rephrase or repeat in almost the same words

▪Emphasize words they emphasize
▪ They just left you here.  You are very angry and you want to get out.

▪Speak with almost the same intensity as they do and the same emotion in your voice that they 
have

▪This gives clarity to both you and the resident about what they are saying

▪It ensure the resident you get them and are listening!!!

#4 – Extreme Questions & Polarity
▪Extreme Questions
▪ Always

▪ Never

▪ Was there a time ________ didn’t happen?

▪ Have you always been afraid?

▪ Do they never listen to you?

▪ Do you always feel ignored?
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#4 – Extreme Questions & Polarity
▪Polarity
▪ North & South Poles

▪ Best & Worst

▪ What was the best time you ever had?

▪ What was the worst thing that happened?

#5 – Imagine the Opposite
▪Encourage the person to explore what life would look like if what they struggle with hadn’t 
happened.

▪Has there ever been a time _____ didn’t happen?

▪What would have been like if you hadn’t had so much responsibility as a kid?

▪Right now we are just processing it, but keep in mind you can encourage them to behave the 
way they wish they always could have
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#6 - Reminiscing
▪Exploring the past can re-establish familiar coping methods that the disoriented person can tap 
to survive present day losses.

▪This technique is used with Technique 5 – imagining the opposite 

# 7 – Maintaining genuine eye contact
▪Helps feel loved

▪Comforts

▪Reduces anxiety
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# 8 – Using Ambiguity
▪Example- “These catawalks are hurting me”

◦ Ask – where are they hurting you

◦ You don’t need to know what a catwalk is to help, if you ask “where are they hurting?” you will find out 
what a catawalk is.

#9 – Using a clear, low and loving voice
▪Harsh tones cause disoriented people to become angry or to withdraw

▪High, soft tones are difficult for may to hear

▪Clear, low tones trigger memories of loved ones and reduces stress
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#10 - Observe & match emotion
▪Observe

◦ Posture

◦ Breathing

◦ Eyes

◦ Facial Expression

◦ Energy Level

◦ Emotional State

◦ Tone of Voice

#10 - Observe & match emotion
❑STOP

❑CALIBRATE

❑& LISTEN
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#10 - Observe & match emotion 
Calibrate

◦ Match their emotion and energy

◦ Match their speed of conversation

◦ We should be about 5 notches below their emotional level

◦ Be knee to knee when possible

◦ Match emotion both with your face, body, breathing and vocal tone

#10 - Observe & match emotion
▪LOVE
▪ Pleasure

▪ Joy

▪ Sex

▪ANGER
◦ Rage

◦ Hate

◦ Displeasure
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#10 - Observe & match emotion
▪FEAR
▪ Guilt

▪ Shame

▪ Anxiety

▪SADNESS
▪ Misery

▪ Grief

#10 - Observe & match emotion
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#10 - Observe & match emotion

#10 - Observe & match emotion
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#10 - Observe & match emotion

#10 - Observe & match emotion
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#11 – Linking behavior to unmet need 
▪What are the Basic Human Needs? 

1. Love, Friendship and Relational Security

2. Purpose, Work, Career, Hobby

3. Unique Individual Expression

4. To Live in Peace

5. To Reduce Pain and Discomfort

6. Restore Equilibrium

7. To Make Sense of an Unbearable Reality

8. To Resolve Unfinished Life Tasks/Unfinished Business in order to Prepare to Die in Peace 

#11 – Linking behavior to unmet need 
Ms. Jones has been a resident in the facility for 3 years now.  Her daughter is a school teacher 
and has left instructions not to call her at work unless it is an emergency.  Ms. Jones comes to 
the nurses’ station repeatedly during the day asking anyone she can find to please help her to 
call her daughter because she wants to know when she is going to come see her.  It doesn’t 
matter how many times she is reminded that her daughter is at work during the day, Ms. Jones 
still wants to call her to talk ‘just for a minute”.  

Link the behavior to the unmet human need:__________________________________________
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#11 – Linking behavior to unmet need 
Ms. Wisdom never had any children of her own.  She is now in a nursing facility and exhibits 
some challenging behaviors such as taking other residents’ baby dolls and refusing to give them 
back. She frequently has 3-7 dolls that she has gathered up from her own room and from the 
other residents.  She is not eating her meals because she will not let go of the dolls that she is 
hoarding and will not stop “caring for them” long enough to eat.  

Link the Behavior to the Unmet Human Need:_______________________

#11 – Linking behavior to unmet need 
Mr. McGraw is know to be a “behavioral problem”.  The staff reports that every morning around 
9:00 a.m. after shaving, having breakfast and getting dressed he goes to the front lobby where 
he straightens up the books, magazines and newspapers. He spends the morning in the lobby 
appearing to be friendly as he welcomes people who come in the front door but, if anyone 
touches anything on the tables he becomes very angry and states that they have no business 
getting into his important records.  

Link the behavior to the unmet human need:____________________________
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#11 – Linking behavior to unmet need 
Ms. Graham’s mother died in childbirth.  Ms. Graham is now 90 years old and in a nursing 
facility.  She follows the nurses and other staff members everywhere they go, repeatedly asking 
if they are going to stay with her or if she can go with them?  The staff is unable to redirect her 
attention to activities and if she is left alone for any amount of time she becomes increasing 
anxious, tearful and sometimes even crying out, “Help me. Someone please help me!”    

Link the Behavior to the unmet human need:___________________________

#12 - Preferred Sense
▪Pair up

▪Describe a room in your house
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#12 - Preferred Sense
▪Knowing a person’s preferred sense is one way of building trust, since it enable the worker to 
step into that person’s world

▪We each have a preferred sense

▪Visual

▪Auditory

▪Touch

▪Olfactory/Taste

#12 - Preferred Sense
Vision
▪I see what you mean

▪I am looking closely at the idea

▪We see eye to eye

▪He has a blind spot

▪Show me what you mean

▪You’ll look back on this and laugh

▪This will shed some light on the subject

▪It colors his view
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#12 - Preferred Sense
Auditory
▪On the same wavelength

▪Living in harmony

▪It’s all Greek to me

▪A lot of mumbo jumbo

▪Turn a deaf ear

▪Rings a bell

▪Music to my ears

▪Unheard of

#12 - Preferred Sense
Touch
▪I will get in touch with you

▪I can grasp that idea

▪Hold on a second

▪A warm-hearted man

▪A cool customer

▪Thick skinned

▪Scratch the surface

▪I can’t put my finger on it

▪Going to pieces
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#12 - Preferred Sense
Taste
▪I smell a rat

▪A fishy situation

▪A bitter pill to swallow

▪Fresh as a daisy

▪A taste for the good life

▪A sweet person

▪An acid comment

#12 - Preferred Sense Exercise
▪Go back to the description of the room 

◦ What kind of words did your partner use?

◦ What kind of words did you use?

◦ What is your preferred sense?
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#13 - Touching 
▪There are different touches that we experience through out our lives that can be associated 
with strong emotions. 

▪There are 5 distinct touches that are used in Validation.

1. Father

2. Mother

3. Spouse

4. Pet

5. Comrade

#13 - Touching 
▪Father Touch

▪Using the finger tips, in a circular motion, medium pressure, on the back of the head stimulates 
feelings of “being fathered”, a father relationship, being patted on the head as a small child.   
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#13 - Touching 
▪Mother Touch

▪Using the palm of the hand, in a light circular motion on the upper cheek stimulates feelings of 
“being mothered”, a mother relationship, a familiar “rooting” reflex.  

#13 - Touching 
▪Spouse Touch

▪Using the outside of the hand , placing the little finger under the earlobe, curving along the 
chin, with both hands, a soft stroking motion downward along the jaw, stimulates feeling of 
having a spouse, a sexual partner.
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#13 - Touching 
▪Pet Touch

▪Touching with the fingertips on the inside of the calves or the back of the knee mimics the feel 
of an animal such as a dog or cat as it walks around your leg and this stimulates feelings of caring 
for animals.  

#13 - Touching 
▪Comrade Touch

▪This is common touch from one friend or comrade to another.  It is strong pat or hand on the 
shoulder or back.   
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#14 – Using Music
▪Often, seniors who are extremely confused and disoriented and can’t speak, can sing, because 
music and songs are closely related to emotions, and emotions are permanently imprinted in 
the brain.  

#14 – Using Music
▪There are 5 Types of Songs (Some can work in more than one category depending on the 
emotional tone in which they are sung)  

1. Work

2. Romantic

3. Spiritual

4. Child/Baby

5. Patriotic
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#14 – Using Music
Work Songs

▪I’ve Been Working on the Railroad

▪Old Man River

▪Cause I’m a Woman

▪Whistle While You Work

▪Buckle My Shoe (Nursery Rhyme)

▪16 Tons

#14 – Using Music
Romantic Songs

▪Let Me Call You Sweetheart

▪My Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean

▪Bicycle Built For two

▪You Are My Sunshine

▪Don’t Sit Under the Apple Tree

▪Blue Moon
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#14 – Using Music
Spiritual Songs

▪He’s Got the Whole World in His Hand

▪Amazing Grace Hymn

▪I’ll Fly Away

▪Everlasting Arms

▪Come to the Garden Alone Hymn

#14 – Using Music
Child/Baby

▪Hush Little Baby

▪Rock A Bye Baby

▪Itsy Bitsy Spider
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#14 – Using Music
Patriotic Songs

▪God Bless the USA

▪America The Beautiful

▪Star Spangled Banner

▪The Battle Hymn of the Republic

▪When to Saints Go Marching In

Meaningful Interaction
•Activity Programming
• Moments matter

•Using touch effectively

•What does it take to feel connected?

•The purpose of communication – feeling heard and understood

•This is possible without knowing all the content of the message
• Children

• Those living with Dementia

•Exercise patience as they know things are “different”
• Cell phones

• Virtual visits
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